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2-seeing returned colonials and poor whites retributive ... - keywords: conan doyle, sherlock holmes,
detective, poor white, returned colonial introduction in some doyle’s detective stories mainly featuring the
master sleuth sherlock holmes, doyle’s characters’ dr catherine wynne is lecturer in nineteenth-century
... - dr catherine wynne is lecturer in nineteenth-century english literature at the university of hull. she is
author of the colonial conan doyle: british imperialism, en1003: reading london view online (2016-17) 05/01/19 en1003: reading london | city, university of london book the cambridge companion to the victorian
novel - deirdre david, literature online (lion), 600219 - gothic view online (2018/19) - sherlock's men:
masculinity, conan doyle, and cultural history - joseph a. kestner, 1997 book | recommended contours of the
fantastic: selected essays from the eighth international conference on the title imperialism, modernity,
and literature : why ... - while the ﬁrst novels of sir arthur conan doyle (1829-1930) entered latin america in
the 1890s (yates 1956: 229), it was in the 1920s, thanks to massive translations of british and french detective
ﬁction made in scholarly editions edited books: essay collections - conan doyle.” a multicultural and
multifaceted study of the ideologies and conflicts related to the complex realities and fictions of nations and
identities . sir arthur conan doyle and british liberal imperialism - sir arthur conan doyle and british
liberal imperialism a thesis presented by robert s. bikel to the department of history and literature in partial
fulfillment of the requirements 1-railway, mobility, and horror conan doyle’s mystery and ... nineteenth century victorian society in british society, including catherine wynne’s the colonial conan doyle
(2002), diana barsham’s arthur conan doyle and the meaning of masculinity (2000), joseph a. kestner’s
sherlock holmes’ men: masculinity, 5aaeb051 the colonial novel and british india 2016-17 dr ... 5aaeb051 the colonial novel and british india 2016-17 dr tom langley reading list background reading c.a.
bayly, the birth of the modern world 1780-1914. fear of and fascination with the foreign in arthur conan
... - colonial enterprises if enough precaution was used. today, readers are still fascinated today, readers are
still fascinated with the character, foreign in his own way, doyle so brilliantly created. impact case study
(ref3b) institution: university of hull ... - dr wynne’s research and publications focus on the gothic, from
her doctoral work on the colonial gothic on bram stoker and conan doyle undertaken at the university of oxford
(1996-9) and as lecturer (2000-2012) and senior lecturer (2012-present) at the university of hull.
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